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Looking back at the three curious men, Saint Darkwind then scoffed, “It’s a unique formation from the

Darkwind Sect known as the bone eroding formation! No matter how high his cultivation is, he’ll be
pulverized upon entering the formation! In fact, even his soul won’t remain!”

“W-we’re pleased to be able to help, Senior…!” declared all three elders, prompting Saint Darkwind to begin
laying out his detailed plan.

It was sometime later atop the magnificent Mountain Top that pierced through the clouds and was one of
Mayberry City’s main attractions when experts and all the Morningstars could be seen gathered at the peak
Even the three elders who went by Zealand, Jordan, and Hundson Weir were sitting cross-legged there,
looking incredibly powerful.

After a while, Grand Elder was prompted to say, “Remember, brothers. When Gerald arrives, our focus isn’t
to beat him. After we strike him with our strongest attack, we immediately run toward Senior Darkwind’s
formation! Keep in mind that Senior Darkwind told us to get out of the formation as soon as possible too, since
the bone eroding formation’s power isn’t something our bodies can handle!”

“Understood, Elder Brother!” declared the other two elders. Following that, the trio closed their eyes and
began regulating their breathing through meditation as they awaited the great battle.

Jaxen and the six elders, on the other hand, could be seen waiting at the foot of the mountain. Since today was
the day for the two parties to make a clean break, Jaxen couldn’t just escape, even if he wanted to.

While waiting, Third elder couldn’t help but ask, “Is Gerald really going to come, Eldest Brother…?
Whatever the case is, I just hope that the three elders and Saint Darkwind will be able to end him for good…

Otherwise, our family will never be at peace!”

As the other restless elders nodded in agreement, Jaxen suddenly shouted, “He’s here!”



True enough, Gerald who had his hands in his pockets was slowly making his way toward the seven
Morningstars. Despite looking so casual, the boy had a powerful aura surrounding him. It was so pressuring
that the seven men could hardly breathe in his presence..!

Regardless, once Gerald got close enough, the seven men immediately declared in respectful tones, “Mr.
Crawford!”

“Have those from the Thunder Sword Sect arrived?” asked Gerald in a cheery tone.

Gulping in response, Jaxen quickly replied, “They have! They’re waiting for you at the peak!”

“Good. Come along, then!” said the smiling boy as he waved his hand, prompting a dazzling light to suddenly
flash and when the seven men could finally open their eyes again, they were shocked to realize that they were
now on the summit…!

“W-what…?!” whimpered the terrified men. This was their first time witnessing Gerald’s true power up close,
and they were now more certain than ever that the boy truly had entered the Domiensch realm, a realm beyond

their understanding…!

Even the three elders who had just sensed Gerald’s sudden presence found themselves widening their eyes.
This boy really was no ordinary person..!

After a brief pause, Gerald placed his hands against his back before saying, “You know, I’m not really used to

looking up to others… With that said, why don’t you come down already?”

Before the elders could even reply, Gerald let out a deafening harrumph that was so strong that it immediately
formed a shockwave that flew toward the trio!

“Dodge!” yelled Zealand as he quickly snapped out of his shock and leaped to the side! Though Jordan
managed to avoid the attack as well, Hudson wasn’t so lucky.



When the shockwave collided against his body, it immediately caused a massive explosion…! White smoke

could be seen all over the place as Hudson collapsed and began vomiting blood…!
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